
                         The truth is, without a proper

game plan, balancing grades and

extracurricular activities can be incredibly

stressful. You might find yourself focusing

more on one while complely ignoring the

other. So set your priorities and plan and

work accordingly.
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Coping up with academics, co-curriculars and extra-curricular

activities leads to stress and pressure for some, while some of us

cope up with them easily. Grades and extracurricular activities are

very important for the development of a student. While every high

school student understands the importance of balancing both aspects,

many of us find ourselves struggling to cope.

Here are some tips we can
use to make things easier for
ourselves:

                                Creating a schedule is the key to

being able to manage your time and getting everything

done without getting stressed. It is crucial to make your

own schedule and don't compare yourself to any of your

peers. It is essential to master time management. 

Set priorities:

Create a schedule:



                              When it comes to

extracurricular activities, you will find that the

most difficult part is overcoming the paradox of

choices and singling out just one or two

activities. Remember, quality is better than

quantity. Find a few activities you are really

passionate about and stick with them for

several years - that is how you can make a good

impression on universities, if that is what you are

aiming for.

Another one of the biggest problems
a student in today’s world
experiences is EXAM PRESSURE.
Surely, exams are important.
However, like everything else in life,
it's importance has a limit such that
our life and self esteem should not
revolve around it
  

Each one of us has our own way of doing work and study habits that

work for us. Creating a schedule according to your style will help you

maximize productivity.

Limit activities:

Take rest:                    With studies and extracurriculars

occupying most of our time, life can get pretty hectic.

Take out a rest day every once in a while to avoid

burning out.

Exam pressure and
moving forward:

 

Exams are going to start,
I’m earning a flow chart
Have I studied enough?

Will the paper be too tough?
Such thoughts are coming to mind,

Who knows what questions I will find?
I am dreading that day,

When exams start,
In the first week of June

Was my preparation enough?
To face these papers,

I must be tough



Life is more than those 15-16 years we spend educating
ourselves but instead we end up considering these years our
entire life itself. Never let yourself lose hope because every

person comes with a purpose and so have you. 

I am in the exam hall
Writing my paper,

 Sitting next to the wall
Sweat is dripping off my brow

I am panicking just now
Somehow I made it through
Although my worries grew

I gave my best 
Now I can only hope 

About the rest 

Exams are over,
There is no more worry

But oh wait!
Results are coming over in a hurry!

How much will I get?
Did I make mistakes that I will regret?

I am under a lot of stress
I’m starting to become an emotional

mess
I have left it up to fate
Now all I can do is wait
So be calm and relax

Success doesn’t come by learning facts
                                                                        

Concluding my message now, all I would suggest is
– “Be happy when you lose too because that just reduced the number of
losses you will face in your entire life by 1. Does that not sound better
now? With a different perspective, life itself will seem to be even more

beautiful."
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